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Abstract— Continuous learning and recognition in a fluctuating
environment are difficult tasks for traditional pattern recogni-
tion techniques. This condition causes the well-known “symbol
grounding problem”, which is considered to be a salient problem
in the field of machine learning that must be solved. This paper
presents a new scheme for continuous and incremental learning
and recognition based on growing and competitive neural net-
works. The scheme consists of layered multiple neural networks
for data analysis and concept acquisition. In this scheme, the
learning phase and recognition phase are not separated. Details
of the scheme are shown in this paper along with some results
of simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

In designing artificial intelligence systems that are useful in
the real world, we are confronted by a crucial obstacle – the
“symbol grounding problem”. This problem is caused by the
absence of an effective interface between the real world, as an
open system, and the systems of reasoning and determination
of a plan of action, as symbolic systems.

In a fluctuating environment, such as that in the real
world, many difficulties hinder traditional pattern recognition
techniques. They can prevent learning and recognition of
audiovisual pattern information. On a signal level, a system
must cope with pattern signal degradation, the influence of
noise, and other hindrances.

On higher-level thinking, although a learner generally learns
based on a limited learning sample that is established a priori,
if the environment is changed and one recognizes pattern data
which differ vastly from learning samples, the recognition
result is uncertain. For this reason, it is very difficult to
approximate true data distributions using only limited learning
samples in such environments. Furthermore, the learner must
learn classes incrementally.

To solve the above-mentioned problems, two almost iden-
tical algorithms – Growing Neural Gas (GNG) [1] and the
Dynamic Cell Structures [2] – were proposed. They operate
in non-stationary data distributions and on-line learning. They
combine the concepts of vector quantization and continuous
neighborhood adaptation. Network nodes compete for deter-
mining the node with the highest similarity to the input pattern.
A counter link with the winner is increased by the error of
the network. According to the time average, nodes with high
errors serve as a criterion to insert a new node. The major
drawbacks of these methods are their permanent increases in

the number of nodes and the drift of the centers to capture the
input probability density [3]. Thresholds such as the maximal
number of nodes predetermined by use as well as the insertion
criterion depend on the overall error or on a quantization error.
They are not appropriate because appropriate figures for these
criteria cannot be known a priori.

The above-mentioned methods are not suitable for the
much harder problems of non-stationary data distributions.
The fundamental issue for such problems is: How can a
learning system adapt to new information without corrupting
or forgetting previously learned information? – the so called
stability-plasticity dilemma [4]. Using a utility-based removal
criterion, GNG-U deletes nodes that are located in regions
with a low input probability density [5]. This criterion serves
to follow a non-stationary input distribution, but the former
learned prototype patterns are thereby destroyed.

Lim and Harrison proposed a hybrid network that combines
advantages of Fuzzy ARTMAP and the Probabilistic Neural
Networks for incremental learning [6]. It achieved significantly
better results than a regular Fuzzy ARTMAP on Gaussian
source separation and on a noisy waveform recognition task.
Hamker proposed an extension to the GNG that allows it to
learn its number of nodes needed to solve a current task
and to dynamically adapt the learning rate of each node
separately. Both methods can work for some supervised on-
line learning or life-long learning tasks. Nevertheless, they
and other supervised learning methods are unsuitable for the
constant learning task, which is the topic for this study; it
cannot append a label to all signals.

Shen proposed Adaptive Neural Gas (ANG), an extension to
the GNG that enables it to fit a non-stationary data distribution
[7]. It achieves this task through a combination of a similarity
threshold and a local accumulated error. The usage of a
utility parameter – error-radius – allows both the judgment
of whether the insertion is successful and the control of
increasing of nodes. Moreover, using an on-line criterion for
node removal, the data set is classified well and noises are
eliminated periodically. Although this algorithm is able to
address some difficulties of on-line or life-long unsupervised
learning, it cannot separate some data distributions with a high-
density overlap [8].

This study is intended to design a constant learning and
recognition system in fluctuating environments such as the



real world. The objective is to acquire concepts, operating
continuously, on-line, and in the real world. The novelty of
the system is in its architecture, which combines supervised
learning and unsupervised concept acquisition.

This paper describes details of the proposed algorithm. The
system is intended to produce a means to acquire concepts
independently, epitomizing results of unsupervised classifica-
tion. It engenders efficient segmentation of distributions with
high-density overlap using the limited labeled signals.

II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. Overview of the proposed method

For the constant on-line learning task, we intend to produce
the proposed algorithm construct with a conceptual structure
from the input unlabeled non-stationary data using no prior
knowledge such as how many classes exist. We further intend
to approximate the conceptual structure that the teacher has,
using limited input-labeled data.

Fig. 1. Overview of the propose algorithm

A schematic overview of the proposed method is shown
in Fig. 1. This method consists of layered multiple neural
networks for data analysis and concept acquisition.

The data analysis layer has two or more layers and learns
data distributions of the input unlabeled non-stationary signals.
The bottom layer of this layer is a layer with the fundamental
feature of the ANG. Therefore, this layer operates on-line un-
supervised classification, learns topology, and eliminates noise
for the input signals. Other layers within this layer epitomize
the result of the bottom layer. They abstract the topology of
the input signals using some prototypes for each class. The
upper layer abstracts with fewer prototypes. Moreover, two or
more data analysis layers are arranged in parallel to analyze
the multiple features cooperatively.

The concept acquisition layer forms concepts of the input
unlabeled signals from results of the multiple data analysis
layers. By acquiring input labeled signals from a human
teacher, either actively or passively, it relates a symbol with
each of the created concepts to recognize the following input
signals. In addition, it corrects the structures in the data

analysis layers and the weight of connections between the
data analysis layers and the concept acquisition layer, based
on limited input labeled signals.

The above-mentioned system performs bottom-up, on-line,
and autonomous concept acquisition along with periodic and
top-down supervised learning. The result of that learning is
utilized directly for recognition of the following input signals.
In this manner, this system combines the learning process and
the recognition process. In other words, this system can cope
with some difficulties of constant on-line learning, such as
high-density overlaps, very numerous input signals, limited
input labeled signals, and noise.

B. Bottom-up concept acquisition

We shall explain the way in which a result of on-line
unsupervised classification is epitomized, and how bottom-up
and autonomous concept acquisitions are accomplished.

This system acquires concepts autonomously from vast
amounts of input signals that are influenced by noise. The
ANG used for the bottom layer of this system can cope
with on-line unsupervised learning and elimination of noise.
Based on the result of learning by ANG, a layered structure
is constructed autonomously through bottom-up conceptual
acquisition. The purpose of this process is the preparation to
cope with the difficulty in the ANG, the high-density overlaps.

In general, there are overlaps between clusters. In the ANG,
it is presumed that the input data are separable, meaning that
the probability density in the centric part of every cluster
is higher than the density in the intermediate parts between
clusters: the overlaps between clusters will have low proba-
bility density [7]. Nevertheless, input data which are acquired
constantly in the real world are not separable. In the case of
the feature vector of a color or a form, for example, it is certain
that two or more concepts exist with almost the same color
or form. On the other hand, it is also certain that concepts
with various colors or forms exist. Therefore, when symbols
are related with the result classified according to real-world
data, some clusters may not correspond one-to-one with the
symbols. In this system, a cluster which is constituted of ANG
can be divided or be shared by multiple concepts.

In data analysis layers, the result of classification by the
ANG is epitomized. About each cluster in the ANG layer,
nodes with much number of times of approximation of an
input, i.e., the nodes judged to be located in high probability
density serve as a prototype. They are reproduced in the upper
layer. Other nodes are connected with the nearest prototype.
Consequently, each cluster is expressed by a smaller number of
prototype in the upper layer. The prototype is attracted by the
prototypes of the same class. It is repelled by the prototypes
of a different class. It receives the force of stay from nodes in
a lower layer, and changes its location by these effects. Then,
the prototypes with almost the same position are combined to
further simplify representation.

The number of the layers of a data analysis layer changes
with the threshold of the probability density for reproduction
of the node to the upper layer. Until each cluster is represented



by several prototypes, the data analysis layer continues to
create an upper layer with a stronger threshold and more
powerful forces.

In the concept acquisition layer, concepts are acquired based
on the result of two or more data analysis layers. Information
regarding the nearest node of the ANG layer which reacted
to each input data is conveyed to the prototype of the upper
layer which is connected to it. Then, based on the information
of the prototype which reacted in each data analysis layer, the
concept acquisition layer judges the input to be the concept
acquired previously, or to be a new concept. That is, the
process is both learning and recognition.

In this study, we presume that some signals of the same
concept are input directly because, for the constant learning
task in the real world, we can be fairly certain that two or
more signals are acquired while having caught a certain target
for learning. From this assumption, the information that a
set of input is the input data obtained from the same target
for learning is useful. The concept acquisition layer operates
learning and recognition based on the prototype which reacted,
and its number of reactions. When a new concept is acquired,
it is connected to each prototype that reacted in each data
analysis layer. Thereby, it utilizes the following input signals
for recognition.

C. Algorithm for bottom-up concept acquisition

With the analysis of Section 2.2, we give an algorithm for
bottom-up concept acquisition. In the following description,
we define the structural analysis layer as comprising two
layers.

1) Notations used in the algorithm:

Ai is the prototype set of the data analysis layer i, which
is used to store the prototypes.

C is the concept set of the concept acquisition layer,
which is used to store the concept nodes.

Li is the connection set of data analysis layer i, which is
used to store the connections between concept node
and prototypes.

Wi is the n-dimensional weight vector of the node or the
prototype i.

Mi is the locally accumulated number of signals of node
i; the number is updated when node i is the winner.

CLi is the cluster number. This will be used to judge
which cluster node i in data analysis layer belongs
to.

G is the node set to store the nodes. It is reproduced to
the upper layer.

uni is the prototype connected with node i.
DNi is the node set to store the nodes connected to

prototype i.
age(i,j)is the age of the connection that connects concept

node i and prototype j.
Ni is the prototype set to store the prototypes connected

to the concept node i.

2) the ANG layer: The ANG layer operates local unsu-
pervised classification and topology representation. It can be
called local because it is the classification only for each space.
When the Euclidean distance between the input and the nearest
node is larger than a threshold distance T , the node is set
as a first node of a new cluster. If the number of input
signals generated up to that point is an integer multiple of λ1,
it determines whether a new node is inserted. Fundamental
processing remains unchanged; therefore, we omit a detailed
description here.

3) Data analysis layer except the ANG:
step 0. Initialize the prototype set A as empty set: A = ∅.
step 1. Information of the nearest node s in the ANG layer

is transmitted. That is, if the related prototype exists,
then it begins:ξ = s.

step 2. If the number of input signals generated to this point
in the process is an integer multiple of a parameter
λ2, and if a node with the accumulated number of
signals M which fills the following criteria exists, ex-
cept where the node is connected a prototype already,
create the new prototype u to A using the following
procedures. If Mc > Mthre , Mc/Msum >
Mratio (∀c{c|c ∈ ANG,unc = ∅}) (Msum =∑

CLk=CLc
Mk), then:

• An original node of the new prototype g is
set as c. The weight vector and class number
of the prototype are set identically to that of
the original node. Insert the prototype to the
prototype set A.

g = c (1)

G = G ∪ {g} (2)

Wu = Wg (3)

CLu = CLg (4)

A = A ∪ {u} (5)

• Eliminate a previous connection of an original
node and create the connection between a new
node and an original node.

DNunc = DNunc \ {c} (6)

unc = u (7)

DNu = {c} (8)

• If s is removed at a process of the ANG, the
following steps are not performed: go to step 1.

step 3. If ξ is not connected to any prototypes, create a con-
nection for ξ. Create the connection to the prototype
corresponding to the nearest original node against
ξ. If unξ = ∅, A �= ∅, then o = arg minc∈X ‖
ξ − Wgc ‖ (X = {i|i ∈ A,CLi = CLξ}), DNo =
DNo ∪ {ξ}, unξ = o.

step 4. If some edges, nodes, or prototypes are inserted or
removed by the above-mentioned process, judge the
necessity of change for the connections that are un-
related to the original nodes. If c /∈ G (∀c ∈ ANG),



g ∈ X (∀g ∈ G) (X = {i|i ∈ G,CLi = CLc}),
then

p = arg min
g∈X

‖ Wc − Wg ‖ (9)

DNunc = DNunc \ {c} (10)

unc = unp (11)

DNunp = DNunp ∪ {c} (12)

step 5. If at least one prototype exists, operate the follow-
ing processes to calculate the forces concerning the
prototype.

• Calculate the forces Fc concerning the proto-
type. Fc is expressed with the sum of Ue(c)
, Ud(c), and D(c), where: Ue(c) is an attrac-
tive force received from each prototypes of the
same class; Ud(c) is a repulsive force received
from each prototype of different classes; and
D(c) is a force of stay from each nodes of
the ANG layer. They are computed as follows:
o = UNs1 , Woc = Wo − Wc. R1 and R2 are
normal distribution functions. In addition, R3 is
a function with character that is opposite to R1

and R2.

Fc = Ue(c) + Ud(c) + D(c) (13)

Ue(c) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

R1(‖ Woc ‖)Woc

(∀CLc = CLo)∑
CLd=CLc

R1(‖ Wcd ‖)Wdc

(∀CLc �= CLo)

(14)

Ud(c) =
∑

CLd �=CLc

R2(‖ Wcd ‖)Wcd (15)

D(c) =
∑

d∈DNc

R3(‖ Wcd ‖)Wcd (16)

• Update the weight vector of each prototype by
the forces associated with them.

Wc = Wc + Fc (∀c ∈ A) (17)

step 6. If s is connected with a certain prototype, increment
the number of reactions of its prototype: CRc =
CRc + 1 (c ∈ A, c = uns).

step 7.Go to step 1 to continue epitomizing the result of the
ANG layer.

4) Concept acquisition layer:

step 0. Initialize the concept set C, the accumulated number
of input signals Einput, and the accumulated number
of reactions: C = ∅, Einput = 0, Ereaction = 0.

step 1.Acquire the reacted prototype ξn from n data analy-
sis layers. Then increment the accumulated number
of input signals: ξn = pn, Einput = Einput + 1.

step 2. If one or more concepts with the connections to
all the reacted prototypes exist, increment the ac-
cumulated number of reactions and the number of
reactions of all the concepts: CRc = CRc +1 (∀c ∈
C), Ereaction = Ereaction + 1.

step 3. If the input data set is disrupted, if the accumulated
number of input signals is an integer multiple of
a parameter λ3, or if the accumulated number of
reactions is larger than a threshold E, choose the
concept node q with most numerous reactions.

q = arg max
c∈C

CRc (18)

step 4. If there is no concept node or if the number of
reactions of the selected concept node is smaller
than a threshold TCR, create the new concept node
r: if C = ∅ or CRq < TCR, then Nr = ∅, C =
C ∪ {r}, q = r.

step 5. If connections between q and the reacted prototypes
of data analysis layer do not exist already, create
them and add them to the connection set L. If they
exist, set the age of the connections to zero: if CRc >
TCR, then Li = Li∪{(q, c)}, Nq = Nq∪{c} (∀c ∈
Ai); age(q,c) = 0(∀c ∈ Ai) (1 ≤ i ≤ n).

step 6.According to the number of reactions of the reacted
prototypes and q, increase the age of the connec-
tions which connect them. In addition, incrementally
change the ages of all connections of q: age(q,c) =
age(q,c) + 1, if CRc > TCR, then age(q,c) =
age(q,c) + CRq − CRc(∀c ∈ Nq).

step 7.Remove connections with an age greater than some
threshold linkdead: if (x, y) ∈ Li, age(x,y) >
linkdead(∀x, y{x ∈ C, y ∈ Ai}) , then Li = Li \
{(x, y)}(1 ≤ i ≤ n).

step 8. If a concept node has one or fewer connections of
each data analysis layer, remove the concept node
and its connections: if Pxi < 1(∀x ∈ C), then Li =
Li \ {(x, y)}(∀y ∈ Nx), C = C \ {x}(1 ≤ i ≤ n).

step 9.Reset all numbers of reactions of the concept nodes
and the prototypes, the accumulated number of input
signals, and the accumulated number of reactions.
Then go to step 1 to continue acquisition of concept:
CRc = 0 (∀c ∈ {A ∪ C}), Einput = 0, and
Ereaction = 0.

III. SIMULATION

A. Setting about input data set

Fig. 2. Data set used for simulations: The five combinations of the input
data distribution in two space are shown by the five letters.



We perform our simulation using the data set shown in Fig.
2. Two artificial two-dimensional data sets are used to take
advantage of their intuitive manipulation, visualization and
resulting insight into this system’s function. The data set of
Fig. 2 is separated to five parts: a sinusoidal shape, a famous
single-link example, a circular area, and a data set satisfying a
two-dimensional Gaussian distribution. The five combinations
of the input data distribution in two space shown in Fig. 2
present some difficulties: B and C share a cluster; D and E
have multiple clusters that occur in parallel; and A and D have
a high-density overlap. We also add some random noise (5%
of the useful data) to the data set to simulate real-world data.
In such learning tasks, no previous techniques have been able
to acquire suitable concepts.

In this simulation, we set the parameter λ1 = 100, λ2 =
100, λ3 = 100, agedead = 50, linkdead = 400, Mthre =
500, Mratio = 1.0, Tmerge = 1.0, TCR = 0.6, TR = 5, and
E = 0.3.

B. Simulation in a stationary environment

Distribution of the input data is chosen randomly from
the combination of A, B, C, D, and E. A set of patterns is
chosen at random from the selected distributions. The input
data set has an average of 100 signals. The progress to 250
000 signals of this simulation is presented in Fig. 3. The color
of the node of the ANG layer represents the class into which
the ANG is classified. Red squares represent prototypes of
the data analysis layer. The prototype is connected with the
related nodes of the ANG layer by yellow lines. The squares
that line the base of a figure are the acquired concepts. The
position of a concept in the figure is for intelligible display:
it is not significant. The concept is connected with the related
prototypes by the blue lines.

We next discuss results in detail. At the outset, the ANG
of the bottom layer only performed unsupervised classifica-
tion and topology learning. Subsequently, after about 50 000
signals, a prototype began to be generated. After about 100
000 signals, a combination of prototypes in two space came
to exist. The concept was beginning its acquisition. Then, the
concept was acquired gradually along with the increase in a
prototype. After 250 000 signals, the proposed method was
judged as having four classes: B and C, which share a cluster,
were acquired as one concept; A and D, which have a high-
density overlap, were acquired as discrete concepts that share
some prototypes. This is the result of autonomous concept
acquisition based on input unlabeled data. For that reason, it
is not important in this simulation whether the distributions
with overlap are judged in the same class or not. The result
is appropriate in both cases and integration and separation
of these concepts are problematic after getting input labeled
data. Regarding both D and E, the multiple clusters that occur
in parallel were acquired as one concept. Consequently, the
system can acquire important concepts autonomously in the
stationary environment. It will utilize limited labeled signals
efficiently, and engender symbol grounding.

Fig. 3. Results of the concept acquisition in the stationary environment



C. Simulation in NON-stationary environment

Finally, we simulate the on-line concept acquisition process.
The first 50 000 signals are chosen randomly from A. At signal
50 001, the environment changes and the 50 000 following
signals are chosen from B. In a similar manner, respective
groups of 50 000 signals are chosen from other sets in the
order of C, D, and E. For every environment, we add 5%
noise to the test data; the noises are distributed throughout the
whole data space.

Figure 4 shows results of our proposed method. After
learning under one environment, we report the intermediate
conceptual structures. As the figure indicates, the concept
was acquired sequentially after data input from A or B. The
concept related to B and the prototypes of C were connected
after data input from C. However, existing connections with
the prototypes of B were deleted. After the data input from D,
the new concept was acquired sharing the existing prototype of
A. The new concept was acquired sequentially and satisfactory
also about the input from E. Four concepts were acquired
sequentially by the end of this simulation. This result was
the same result as the simulation in the previously described
stationary environment. However, on the analogy about the
distribution in one of the two space, such as B and C, the
result in this simulation is not suitable. This problem must be
solved in the future to use limited input labeled data efficiently.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a new on-line learning and recognition
method for hierarchization of data distributions and concept
acquisition. The algorithm is able to constitute the layered
structure of a data distribution based on inputs from two or
more space; it can also acquire concepts autonomously. In
that regard, it is able to cope with some difficulties on this
occasion, such as high-density overlaps, never-seen inputs,
vast amounts of input signals, and noise. The simulations
demonstrate that the problem of sequential concept acquisition
is solved. Future studies will examine the effective utilization
of limited input labeled signals.
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